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Abstract

Background: TheCOVID-19 pandemic has harmed the provision of palliative care (PC) services forwomenwith breast cancer due
to all the restrictions that came alongwith the virus.Objective: Tomap the available evidence on the situation of PC in breast cancer
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Methods: A scoping review was carried out based on the methodology proposed by the Joanna
Briggs Institute. The searchwas conducted in nine databases, one electronic repository, and one library, using controlled vocabularies.
Results: Twenty-nine articles and seven documents were included. The majority (11.4% each) were published in the United
Kingdom, Italy, and the United States, 38.9% addressed palliative radiotherapy (RT), and 47.2% consisted of recommendations. From
the content analysis, five categories were obtained focused on the recommendations on changes in palliative treatment guidelines and
the response of PC teams to the evolving crisis.Conclusions: The evidence pointed to the management of general PC, palliative RT,
palliative chemotherapy, management of metastatic breast cancer, and use of technologies in palliative care. No recommendations
were found tomanage frequent symptoms in PC, indicating the need to develop primary studies that investigate these aspects in detail
in this vulnerable group. Implications: The results contained in this document can provide professionals working in this field of care
with a global view of how other teams have dealt with the pandemic, thereby identifying the best guidelines to apply in their reality,
taking into account the clinical and social situation of each patient.
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Introduction

Palliative care (PC) is an approach to improve the quality of
life of patients and their families when they face problems
associated with life-threatening diseases.1 It is estimated that
annually 40 million people need palliative care, 78% of them
live in low-income and middle-income countries, and only
14% receive this type of care.2 During the SARS-CoV-2
(COVID-19) pandemic, PC has been seriously neglected in
most health systems, even in well-resourced countries, in a
rush for rapid mitigation and containment of the disease, a
serious mistake since PC must be part of the national and
international response plans for COVID-19.3

During the COVID-19 pandemic, access to essential end-
of-life palliative care, including bereavement support, has
been limited due to high demands for health care,4 social
isolation, and the restrictions that came along with the virus.
This situation has affected the proper follow-up of patients, for
example, in the oncology scenario. The response to COVID-

19 exacerbated the challenges at different levels, including
prevention, treatment, and palliative care.5 For the above
reasons, health services have had to adapt to guarantee the
continuum of care for patients in the current context.

Concerning breast cancer, there were countries in which
hospital services, hospices, and palliative care (PC) at home
were not completely paralyzed. However, detection and
surveillance services were interrupted temporarily.6 Although
there is no detailed information at the global level, it can be
conjectured that this was the scenario in most countries,4
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aggravating the situation of breast cancer, which is currently
the most common cancer and the leading cause of cancer
mortality in women worldwide.7

Palliative care is essential in the therapeutic approach of
patients with breast cancer.8 This type of medical care is
generally performed by a multidisciplinary team in a clinical
setting or at home. However, PC services have been affected
due to the restrictions imposed by COVID-19, social dis-
tancing, and the fear of contracting the disease.4 This con-
jecture is supported by Shinan et al, who mentions that the
contact of breast cancer patients with health professionals was
reduced during the COVID-19 pandemic.9

This study is justified by the need to map the situation of PC
to breast cancer women in the context of the pandemic, the
impacts on the provision of medical care, and how PC services
have adjusted their protocols amid the pandemic. Two scoping
reviews were found with similar thematic approaches. One
addresses the challenges of general PC in the context of the
pandemic,10 and the other details the changes that have taken
place in general PC provided in hospitals.11 Despite reviewing
the same concept, these studies differ from our approach since
this review focuses on PC to breast cancer patients, hence its
relevance. Finally, the following review objective was set: to
map the available evidence on the situation of PC in breast
cancer during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Methods

Design and Protocol

This is a scoping review guided by the methodological rec-
ommendations proposed by the Joana Briggs Institute (JBI)12

and the approach suggested by Tricco et al13 This review is
also in line with the recommendations of the PRISMA ex-
tension for scoping reviews (PRISMA-ScR) checklist13 and
the PRISMA 2020 flowchart.14 The review protocol was
registered in the Open Science Framework (DOI: 10.17605/
OSF.IO/MHJB6).

Review Question

The review question was constructed using the Population,
Concept, Context (PCC) framework proposed by the JBI,12 in
which (P) corresponds to patients with breast cancer, (C)
palliative care, and (C) the COVID-19 pandemic, giving rise
to the following guiding question: What is the available ev-
idence on palliative care for breast cancer patients during the
COVID-19 pandemic?

Inclusion Criteria

All studies that addressed the variables of the PCC acronym
mentioned above were included, without methodological
design or language restrictions.

Population: studies that addressed breast cancer, without
restrictions regarding age, type, or stage of the disease, in-
cluding studies addressing breast cancer together with other
types of cancer, with the first being the most prevalent. The
following definition proposed by the WHO was considered:
breast cancer consists of the accelerated and uncontrolled
proliferation of glandular epithelial cells, most often origi-
nating in the lining cells (epithelium) of the ducts or lobules in
the glandular tissue of the breast. Initially, the cancerous
growth is confined to the duct or lobule (“in situ”), where it
generally causes no symptoms and has minimal potential for
spread (metastasis), but over time, these in situ (stage 0)
cancers may progress and invade the surrounding breast tissue
(invasive breast cancer).15

Concept: studies aligned with the theoretical definition of
palliative care proposed by the WHO,8 improve the quality of
life of patients and that of their families who are facing
challenges associated with life-threatening illness, whether
physical, psychological, social, or spiritual.

Context: studies developed in the current context of the
COVID-19 pandemic, from its emergence in December 2019
to the present. The WHO defines COVID-19 as an infectious
disease caused by the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, and its main
symptoms are fever, tiredness, and dry cough. The pandemic
state was declared in March 2020.16,17

Exclusion Criteria

Studies that addressed breast cancer in men were excluded.

Search Strategy

The study followed the three-step search strategy proposed by
the JBI.12 A limited electronic search was first performed in
one global and one regional database (MEDLINE via PubMed
and LILACS), combining the main descriptors of the PCC
acronym (“Breast cancer” AND “Palliative care” AND
“COVID-19”). Articles retrieved from this search were
screened for the inclusion of keywords contained in titles and
abstracts, and the indexed descriptors were analyzed, three of
which were included in the final search equation (“breast
carcinoma”, “palliative supportive care”, and “SARS- CoV-2
infection).

For the construction of the search strategy, controlled
vocabularies (MeSH, DeCS, and Emtree) and their synonyms
in English, Portuguese, French, and Spanish were used. The
search was carried out in the following databases, combining
different search strategies with the Boolean operators “AND”
and “OR”: MEDLINE (Via PubMed), Embase (Excerpta
Medica Database), LILACS (Latin American and Caribbean
Health Science Database), CINAHL (Cumulative Index to
Nursing and Allied Health Literature, via EBSCO), Scopus,
Web of Science, Cochrane Library, JBI Evidence Synthesis,
Epistemonikos, the electronic repository SciELO (Scientific
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Electronic Library Online), and the Regional Portal of the
Virtual Health Library (BVS). (Appendix Table A1)

Due to the flexibility of including gray literature in scoping
reviews12,18 and the importance of knowing the situation of
PC for breast cancer patients during the pandemic, we added
information from OpenGrey, Who Library Database, Google
Scholar, ProQuest and Medscape nurses, as well as from the
websites of recognized breast cancer and palliative care so-
cieties. (Appendix Table A2) The search was conducted on
November 18, 2021, with a new gray-literature search con-
ducted on January 19, 2022.

Selection of the Source of Evidence

Rayyan software was used to manage the recovered articles.19

This software was designed to support systematic reviews but
is currently widely used to manage evidence for different types
of literature review studies.

The study selection was carried out in three phases. First,
all the articles from the last search were deposited in Rayyan,
the duplicate articles were removed, and a random sample of
25 articles was taken to establish the level of concordance and
selection of studies among the reviewers according to the
recommendations of the JBI.12 Next, the team met to discuss
discrepancies and clarify the eligibility criteria, reaching an
agreement of 84%.

In the second phase, titles and abstracts were analyzed by
two independent reviewers to identify eligible articles, and
another reviewer resolved any uncertainty with inclusion.
Finally, in the third phase, the same reviewers independently
examined the full manuscripts chosen in the second selection
phase, and a third reviewer resolved any disagreements. The
PRISMA 2020 flowchart14 shown in Fig. 1 depicts the lit-
erature selection process.

Data Extraction

The data was extracted and deposited in a form designed by a
research team member and adapted based on the extraction
template proposed by the JBI.12 A pilot test was carried out to
verify that the form could extract all the relevant results of the
included studies.12,20,21 Two reviewers extracted the proposed
data from two articles previously selected, and finally, the
extraction was evaluated and accepted by the third reviewer.
The data were descriptively mapped according to the fol-
lowing parameters: title, year, journal, country, objective, and
key points.

Data Analysis and Presentation

A content analysis of the included studies was carried out, and
the main findings were grouped by semantic similarity. Then,
the textual categories were obtained and described through a
narrative synthesis. Descriptive statistics were used to sum-
marize the variables of interest from the included studies. The

main recommendations were summarized in a table. In ad-
dition, a timeline was created to present the publication dates
of the articles. Similarity analysis was performed using
IRaMuTeQ version 0.7 alpha 2 software (Interface de R pour
les Analyses Multidimensionnelles de Textes et de Question-
naires) to find the relationship between the identified concepts.

Results

The last search on the databases resulted in 744 potentially
relevant studies, of which 79 duplicates were excluded. The
remaining 665 articles were analyzed by title and abstract, and
612 studies were excluded for not meeting the inclusion
criteria. Subsequently, the remaining 53 articles were assessed
in full text for eligibility. In the end, 29 articles were included
in the review. From the gray literature search, 14 records were
identified in the different organizations and websites, of which
7 were excluded. The remaining 7 articles were included in the
final sample. (Fig. 1)

Description of the Studies

The review process compiled various articles that focused on
different aspects of PC in breast cancer during the COVID-19
pandemic. It is important to highlight that the studies were
developed in 21 countries, with most studies being conducted
in Italy, the United Kingdom, the United States (11.4% each),
and Brazil (8.5%) followed by Uruguay (5.7%) and Singa-
pore, Israel, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, India, Colombia, Germany,
Iran, Morocco, Spain, Jamaica, Zambia, Lebanon, Peru, Ar-
gentina, Canada, South Africa and Switzerland (2.9% each).
The above finding indicates great heterogeneity in terms of the
location of the studies, corresponding to the spread of SARS-
CoV-2 by all continents and the growing interest in the topic of
PC in breast cancer. (Table 1)

Regarding the study designs, 47.2% were recommenda-
tions regarding PC management during the pandemic, 11.1%
were prospective studies and experience reports, and 8.3%
were case studies. The remaining were cross-sectional, ret-
rospective studies, literature reviews, and expert opinions.
Four studies (11.1%) were conference abstracts. The most
published journal was “The Oncologist” and “Journal of
Clinical Oncology,” with three studies each. Information was
also retrieved from organizations including the European
Society for Medical Oncology (ESMO), PAHO/WHO, Pe-
ruvian Society of Medical Oncology (SPOM), and the Latin
American Federation of Mastology (FLAM).

Of the topics investigated, 38.9% of the studies addressed
palliative radiotherapy (RT) in breast cancer and its recom-
mendations during the pandemic, 19.4% investigated the role
of PC in general for breast cancer patients, PC for metastatic
breast cancer, and the use of technologies for the provision of
PC during the pandemic. In comparison, 16.7% emphasized
recommendations on palliative chemotherapy, and 2.7%
suggested recommendations for palliative surgery and
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addressed the quality of life of patients with breast cancer in
PC during the pandemic.

Due to the importance of knowing the status of the in-
vestigated phenomenon, a timeline was made concerning the
publication dates of the articles. Since most records are rec-
ommendations, it is important to place the reader in the most
current guidelines and the changes over time. As shown in Fig.
2, the articles were published between March 2020 and De-
cember 2021, with the majority (83%) published from May
2020 to 2021. The first country to publish recommendations
for the management of breast cancer patients in PC during the
pandemic was Iran,22 followed by the Federación Latin-
oamericana de Mastologı́a23 and the European Society for
Medical Oncology.24

After the content analysis, five broad categories were
identified that reflect the predominant perspectives concerning
PC and breast cancer within the context of the pandemic.
These included general recommendations for standard palli-
ative treatment and symptom management,25-31 the use of
palliative RT,6,22-24,32-41 palliative chemotherapy,35,38,42-45

management of metastatic breast cancer,22,27,46-50 and tele-
oncology for the provision of PC30,51-56 The summary of the
main recommendations is shown in (Table 2).

Figure 3 depicts the similarity analysis obtained with
IRaMuTeQ. The colored clouds represent the grouping of the
most associated words and the connecting lines their degree
of association. At the center of the analysis, the cloud with
greater predominance places the patient amid all the modi-
fications arising from the Covid-19 pandemic. From the
connection between patient and treatment, palliative che-
motherapy for metastatic breast cancer was the one that
underwent the greatest modifications. Likewise, concerning
the patient-pandemic relationship, the changes caused by
COVID-19 had had a significant impact on PC in breast
cancer, with palliative RT being the treatment with the
greatest modifications. Of the last two lower ratios, the
recommendations reinforce the continuation or modification
of palliative therapy considering the individual risks and
benefits.

Discussion

General Palliative Care, Breast Cancer, and COVID-19

The COVID-19 pandemic has directly affected PC services
offered to breast cancer patients and the perception of quality
of life, especially by patients with metastatic cancer at the end
of life. These patients may have had symptoms such as pain,
fatigue, and dyspnea neglected, affecting the chance of having
a dignified death. In addition, mobility restrictions have
caused many outpatients to stop going to services to receive
adequate PC, leading to cancer progression and suffering.28

Patients diagnosed with COVID-19 in PC have been subjected
to restricted visits and isolation, facing death in solitude.30

Consequently, families are subjected to a dysfunctional
mourning process.

In a study carried out in Germany, psychological stress was
evaluated in patients with breast cancer during the health
crisis, where palliative patients were the ones who had more
complaints about the presence of fatigue, pain, and loss of
appetite, interfering with their quality of life.31

A case report of a South African patient with advanced
breast cancer places us in the paradigmatic changes resulting
from the pandemic, not because of the lack of provision, but
because of the difficulties in accessing services (restrictions
imposed by COVID-19) as mentioned in the case, in addition
to the lack of experienced professionals in this area.28 A study
carried out in Brazil during the pandemic has shown that
follow-up by a specialized PC team had positively impacted
care at the end of life for breast cancer women compared to
those who attended consultations with a medical oncologist
only.29

Regarding the continuation of palliative treatments in
breast cancer, patients with COVID-19 and breast cancer can
still benefit from PC, with its early approach being a re-
quirement as indicated by a case study of a patient with toxic
epidermal necrolysis,26 an experience report from a special-
ized palliative care center30 and the opinion of five
oncologists.25

Palliative Radiotherapy, Breast Cancer, and COVID-19

Regarding palliative treatments for breast cancer, radiotherapy
is a successful, time-efficient, well-tolerated, and cost-
effective intervention that is crucial for the adequate provi-
sion of palliative cancer care.57 However, with the emergence
of the COVID-19 pandemic, RT services had to change
treatment guidelines,58 which focused on hypofractionated
and short regimens to minimize hospital visits, considered a
source of infection.

Regarding the administration schedules of palliative RT in
breast cancer during the pandemic, a cancer center in Zambia
modified its pre-pandemic schedule (20 Gy/5 #s) to a hy-
pofractionated schedule of 8 Gy/1#,41 similar to what has been
made in Israel and Iran. Organizations from these countries
have recommended using a single fraction of 8 Gy even for
patients with better functional status, continually re-evaluating
the need for a single additional dose at 1-month follow-up.22,36

However, a study in Singapore shows a slight variation,
recommending that palliation of breast cancer with RT should
be administered weekly in 6 Gy fractions for 5 to 6 weeks.6

Some studies agree that, in the context of the COVID-19
pandemic, palliative RT for breast cancer is used to apply
hypofractionated regimens6,33 and should always be main-
tained in cases of metastasis when the symptoms are not
controlled.35 This allows for adequate palliation, fewer hos-
pital visits37 to reduce exposure to the virus, and the ability to
repeat the treatment as needed.36
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Palliative Chemotherapy, Breast Cancer, and Covid-19

In the context of COVID-19, many of the chemotherapy
treatments for breast cancer have been modified according to
various recommendations adjusted to the scenarios of each
country. At the pandemic’s beginning, a Moroccan study
evaluated palliative chemotherapy for HER2-positive and
triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) as a high priority.35

Days later, the COVID-19 Pandemic Breast Cancer Con-
sortium noted that when the likely benefit of additional pal-
liative chemotherapy is very small, patients may find that the
risks of treatment outweigh the possible gains.38

Regarding changes in chemotherapy treatment, in a study
conducted in New York, 51.9% of patients with breast cancer
receiving palliative intent changed their treatment due to the
pandemic, vs 37.5% of patients receiving chemotherapy with
healing intent.42 Likewise, in Uruguay, of 21 patients who
were receiving palliative chemotherapy, two (28.5%) con-
tinued treatment with the addition of G-CSF, three (42.8%)
continued with weekly capecitabine or paclitaxel without
changes in treatment, and two (28.5%) changed their treatment
regimens.44

In Saudi Arabia, breast cancer patients receiving palliative
chemotherapy during the pandemic had a mortality rate of 7%
vs 1% for curative chemotherapy.45 Despite this, palliative
chemotherapy was an important treatment during the health
crisis, especially in patients with advanced breast cancer, as
reported by a series report of five cases.43

Metastatic Breast Cancer, Palliative Care,
and Covid-19

Concerning the management of metastatic breast cancer, the
SPOM recommends that treatment should have a palliative
approach to improve quality of life and prolong survival
(100% Consensus).27,49 However, the patient’s preferences
must be taken into account regarding “therapeutic rest”,
palliative therapy, or maintenance of regimens with dose
reduction (89% Consensus).49

The recommendations of the Iranian Consensus refer that,
in metastatic patients, it is highly recommended to use a less
aggressive and toxic treatment to minimize the hospitalizations,
especially in palliative treatments.22 In the same context, a study
conducted in the United States recommended that patients
receiving first-line palliative systemic therapy continue with the
therapy, carefully considering the risks and benefits of late-line
therapy,48 added to the considerations of PAHO/WHO who
refer that systemic therapy for metastatic breast cancer must
have a palliative indication for substantial benefits in survival.47

Two studies emphasize that delaying initiation of CDK4/6
inhibitors may be considered due to the risk of
neutropenia,22,46 recommending that those who are hor-
monally positive should continue hormone therapy46 con-
sidering switching from intravenous to subcutaneous or oral

treatments if there are alternatives and establishing long-term
treatment guidelines.22 The Colombian recommendations
recommend deferring palliative surgery in stage IV breast
tumors until a better safety scenario is determined.50

Teleoncology, Palliative Care, and COVID-19

Teleoncology is the application of telemedicine to oncology. It
can improve access and quality of clinical cancer care.59-61

Due to the restrictions imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic
(curfews, isolation, and hospital restrictions), healthcare
models worldwide have accepted and adopted telehealth
models,56 especially in rural and geographically distant
areas,60 using them as a tool for monitoring the main
symptoms of patients in PC.53

In an Uruguayan study, the authors addressed the effec-
tiveness of telephone consultations (TC) and the level of
satisfaction of patients attended by a Mastology Unit to re-
ceive curative and palliative treatments during the pandemic.
A high level of satisfaction was achieved, and the program
allowed the maintenance of the follow-up schedule during the
pandemic.51 Similarly, in the United Kingdom, a group of
surgeons and a nursing team performed CT follow-ups of
women with inoperable breast cancer who were happy with
the support provided through virtual means.55

A cancer center in the United States adapted its pre-
pandemic PC program (ENABLE® and VitalTalk®) to the
context of the health crisis, showing the importance of its use
for managing cases of advanced breast cancer, where the
change in approach would have meant a better quality of life
for the patients.54 Likewise, in a palliative care center in
Brazil, patients benefited from video calls to establish com-
munication with the family, relieving pain, suffering, anxiety,
and anguish, and providing emotional support in the end-of-
life.30

Although this review addresses the situation of PC pro-
vided for breast cancer patients during the pandemic, it is
important to mention that none of the studies addressed
recommendations for pain management in this scenario,
which is noteworthy since pain is the most recurrent and
difficult to manage symptom that impacts the quality of life of
these patients.62 Likewise, dyspnea and fatigue are very
common symptoms in metastatic breast cancer patients with
lung progression, and those symptoms can be confounded
with respiratory symptoms induced by COVID-19. Besides,
no recommendations were found on grief management, a
process that should be addressed by studies concerned with
PC. Given the above, some knowledge gaps were identified in
this review, suggesting the development of primary studies
that more precisely detail the investigated problem’s situation.

A limitation of any review is the possibility that relevant
studies may not have been retrieved and discussed. However,
the search was performed as broadly as possible to reduce the
risk of selection bias, using nine databases, a repository, a
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virtual library, and the gray literature with the support of a
librarian.

Conclusions

The mapped evidence points to the management of general
PC, palliative RT, palliative chemotherapy, management of
metastatic breast cancer, and the use of technologies in pal-
liative care. No recommendations were found to manage
frequent symptoms in PC patients, indicating the need to
develop primary studies that investigate these aspects in more
detail.

Implications for Practice

This review offers a map of evidence and recommendations on
the topic addressed. Despite not evaluating the methodolog-
ical quality of the included studies, most of them are inter-
national consensus developed based on the situation of each
country, so the results presented in this article may be useful
for professionals who work in this area of care to have a global
vision of how other teams have faced the pandemic and,
through it, discern the best guidelines to apply taking into
account the clinical and social situation of each patient.
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